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LONDON: While Britain’s post-Brexit trade
deal with the EU has at last been reached, the
future of the country’s key financial services in-
dustry is uncertain ahead of bilateral talks. Lon-
don and Brussels finally clinched a deal over
Christmas ahead of Britain’s formal divorce from
the European Union on December 31.

Britain then departed from the EU single mar-
ket and customs union with effect from January 1.
Yet crucially, the agreement-four and a half years
after Britain narrowly voted to leave-did not en-
compass the finance sector. “This (trade) deal is
a starting point. We’ve got months of this to
come,” Simon Gleeson of law firm Clifford Chance
told AFP in reference to financial services.

The 1,200-page post-Brexit agreement gives
scant detail about the industry, which is worth
about £150 billion ($204 billion, 166 billion
euros) per year or seven percent of the UK’s an-
nual economic output. Finance dwarfs Britain’s
politically-significant fishing industry, which ac-
counts for less than 0.1 percent of GDP and yet
was a key factor in delaying the trade deal.

Equivalence 
Britain and the EU are now aiming to seal a

memorandum of understanding about financial
services by March, establishing a roadmap for
cooperation, though officials have downplayed
its impact. Bank of England governor Andrew

Bailey remains optimistic of negotiating a so-
called “equivalence” regime that make rules
compatible to keep trade in certain services
flowing smoothly.

“We’ve been working on these issues for a
long time,” Bailey told a virtual parliamentary
hearing on Wednesday. “We have strong rela-
tionships with our partners in the EU... and our
joint objective is to keep it that way because it
benefits both of us.” From January 1, the UK fi-
nancial sector lost single market access and its
European “passport”, a device allowing UK fi-
nancial products and services to be sold in the
EU. The ability of the financial sector to do busi-
ness in the bloc now hinges on obtaining equiv-
alence across 59 specific areas. London has
already granted equivalence to EU-based finan-
cial firms in a number of those areas.

“The mere hope that there might be a deal
in four months is not enough.” The European
Commission does not appear to be in a hurry
because it is currently examining equivalence
requests for just 28 specific areas. British
Prime Minister Boris Johnson appears eager to
agree an acceptable alignment deal-but does
not want identical EU regulatory rules for po-
litical reasons. 

Brexit job losses 
British financial companies have meanwhile

been preparing the ground for a sharp slump in
transactions with the European Union. Up to
7,000 jobs have so far been relocated from Lon-
don to major rival hubs like Amsterdam, Dublin,
Frankfurt and Paris, according to Bailey.

That is however far less than media specula-
tion of up to 50,000 financial job losses. Nev-

ertheless, although markets have traded
smoothly since the start of 2021, there has been
a definite switch from UK to European equity
platforms. Many British finance firms have mean-
while started to cease certain activities with
some European clients, in a trend which looks
set to continue. — AFP
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MANCHESTER: A pedestrian walks past an anti-Brexit poster in Manchester, north west England. — AFP

Stocks, dollar rise 
as markets shrug 
off US violence
LONDON: Stock markets mostly gained yesterday as
traders brushed off the storming of the Capitol building in
Washington. After gains across much of Asia, Europe fol-
lowed suit, though London dipped on profit-taking after
a huge gain Wednesday.

The dollar rose across the board yesterday, while bit-
coin continued its record run to strike an all-time high
$37,802. Oil prices steadied after recent strong gains.

“Traders are unfazed by the chaos that we experienced
on Capitol Hill yesterday,” noted Naeem Aslam, chief mar-
ket analyst at AvaTrade. Congress formally certified Joe
Biden as the next US president yesterday, dealing a ham-
mer blow to Donald Trump whose supporters stormed the
Capitol hours earlier, triggering unprecedented scenes of
mayhem in the seat of American democracy.

It comes as Biden is set to push ahead with his legisla-
tive agenda that includes another huge stimulus package.
Analysts believe that while the new president could undo
a lot of Trump’s tax cuts for the wealthy and corporations,
he is unlikely to look at those until he has dealt with the
virus and got the economy back up and running.

The violence in the US took attention away from soar-
ing coronavirus cases around the world that are forcing
governments to impose fresh lockdowns. Traders are op-
timistic that the rollout of vaccines, though slower than

hoped, will eventually allow life to get back to normal.
The Dow and S&P 500 both ended at new records

Wednesday, though the Nasdaq reversed earlier gains on
worries about possible Democrat-led regulation of big
tech firms. Hong Kong was in the red Thursday after six
days of gains, with market heavyweights Alibaba and
Tencent diving following a report that the Trump admin-
istration is considering barring investment in their New
York shares.

Elsewhere, electric carmaker Tesla closed trading on
Wednesday with a market value topping $700 billion for
the first time. The latest surge means the company is worth
more than General Motors, Ford, Toyota, Honda, Fiat
Chrysler and Volkswagen combined. — AFP 

LONDON: Ireland has ramped up
direct shipping routes to mainland
Europe since the end of the Brexit
transition period, seeking new pas-
sages to the EU bypassing freight
jams feared at UK borders.

Every year 150,000 trucks use
the “UK landbridge” to transport
three million tons of freight between
the Republic and the European
mainland. Trucks sail by roll-
on/roll-off (ro-ro) ferries from Irish
ports and mainland Britain, driving
onwards to shipping hubs in south-
east England, then on to continental
Europe.

Britain left the EU in January last
year, but remained bound by the
bloc’s rules until December 31 as it
sought to define the terms of its new
relationship with Brussels. Even
though tariff- and quota-free trade
was secured in a last-minute deal,
Britain’s exit from Europe’s single
market and customs union meant an

end to frictionless freight transit
through UK-EU port borders.

“Declarations, regulatory checks,
controls... will now be a factor be-
cause the UK has left the EU,”
warned Tom Talbot, of Irish Revenue,
at Dublin Port on Monday. 

“Because of that there will be de-
lays.” Many Irish hauliers are already
charting new routes guaranteeing
freight remains inside the single mar-
ket and customs union, and outside
the scope of delay. 

Rosslare Europort-Ireland’s sec-
ond busiest freight hub-is already
running 28 weekly services to or
from mainland Europe, up from 10
before the end of the Brexit transi-
tion. In December, Swedish firm Ste-
naline brought forward plans to
double sailings between the south-
eastern town and Cherbourg in
northern France, as coronavirus re-
strictions blocked lorries entering
the country from Britain. —AFP

TOKYO: A pedestrian looks at an electronic quotation board dis-
playing share prices on the Tokyo Stock Exchange (C, top) and
other world’s markets in Tokyo yesterday. — AFP
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